
Index

Absalom, Absalom! (Faulkner) 460–61
absorption
aesthetic episodes 66–67
influence on aesthetic preference 79–80

abstract art 94
appreciation by experienced viewers 61
brain areas activated when viewing 487–88
expectations influencing 488

emergence of 121
perceived balance center of color triads 227
physiological responses while experiencing

208
Pollock, Jackson, Gestural Expressionism

74–75
Reinhardt, Ad, Abstract Painting 42
see also representational art

abstraction 163–64
law of 173

academic achievement and arts training 364–67
academic skills
and dance training 350–51
and drama training 346–47

accommodation, feature of awe 521–22
achievement in art, assessment of 89
action
during music making 325–28
possibilities for, affordances 500–1
premotor processes, music perception 311–13
sense perception and interaction 289–90
tendency, motivational component of emotion

512–13
see also movement

actors/acting 339
and audience effects 353–55
brain research 343
cognitive skills 341–42
personality 339–41
and skills transfer 346–50
social understanding 342

Adams, Ansel 248
adaptation(s), biological 120, 167, 170
group cohesion and cooperation 177–78
habitat selection 171

imagination, role of fiction 174–75
influence over others 175–76
knowledge acquisition 173–74
mate choice 171–73
pretense, role of play 174
seeking pleasure and avoiding pain 176–77

aesthetic achievement, measures of 89
aesthetic appraisals 43
aesthetic appreciation
and artistic understanding 44–46
challenges faced by teachers 61
versus creation 27–29
see also information processing approaches

aesthetic arousal 510
aesthetic artifacts, measurement of features 89–

94
aesthetic attitude 246
neural correlates 73–74

aesthetic chills 524–29, 553
aesthetic constructs
assessing 87–88
see also aesthetic emotion; aesthetic

experience; aesthetic judgment; aesthetic
preference

aesthetic emotion 502
component processes 504–5
cognitive component (appraisal) 504–8
expressive component 510–12
motivational component 512–13
physiological activation (arousal) 508–10
subjective experience 513–14

neural mechanisms, conjectures on 493–94
versus utilitarian 502–3
see also emotion

aesthetic engagement and Openness trait 552–53
aesthetic episodes 66–69
experiencing passage of time in 76–77

aesthetic evaluation
avoidance of by empirical psychologists

119–20
“extra information” changing 130–33

aesthetic experience 7, 60–61, 500
aesthetic episode defining 67–68
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aesthetic experience (cont.)
Dewey, Art as Experience 62–63
and emotions 502
influence of bottom-up and top-down factors

204
information processing model, Leder 22–23
time course of 75–76
see also aesthetic emotion

Aesthetic Experiences Scale, Nusbaum and Silvia
526–27, 530–31

aesthetic fluency 97, 205, 239–40, 508
aesthetic judgment 11–12, 280
and aesthetic attitude 73–74
and art critical conventions 44–45
cognitive and hierarchical theories 45–46

Critique of Judgment (Kant) 502
facial attractiveness 18–19
and individual difference traits 542
novice versus expert 98–100
of paintings, stimuli influencing 237–39
role played by emotions 502
tests of art judgment 546–47

aesthetic objects 39
aesthetic oblique effect 223–24
aesthetic pleasure
“liking judgments” 280–81
and opposing impulses, safety versus

accomplishment 281
versus aesthetic judgments, Leder 45–46
see also pleasure/pleasingness

aesthetic preference
across different media 550–51
agreement between expert, quasi-expert and

novices 99–100
and arousal, Berlyne’s inverted-U relation

15–16
and individual difference traits 542
and prototype theory 18–19
social level, connectedness and uniqueness

288–89
trait absorption and negative affective state

influencing 79–80
aesthetic processing
information theory versus Gestalt psychology

61–65
reactive versus reflective mode 69–72

aesthetic/psychical distance, Bullough 80–81
aesthetic response 88
explanations for 101–3
intellectual aspect 43–44
pleasure and interest dimensions, Berlyne

78–79
see also artistic salience aesthetic(s)
Levinson’s definition 6–7
and philosophy of art 39–44
as sensorial gratification 279
three components of 246

aesthetic states
traditional 519–20
unusual 520
awe 521–23
beauty 531–34
chills 524–29
crying 529–31

aesthetic theories of art 39–40
aesthetic threshold 11–12
aesthetic value
built environment 405
cities 389
photographs 253

aesthetics from above see top-down approach
aesthetics from below see bottom-up approach
“aesthetics of interaction” 279
affective processes
affective covariation 69–70, 81
attractive faces 435–36
Gestalt versus behavioral/cognitive approaches

65–66
and information processing models 22–23
negative affect and aesthetic preferences 79–80
see also emotion

affordances, possibilities for action 500–1
allusion, Japanese art 564–65
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), changes in artistic

style 487, 491
appraisal theory of emotion 494, 504–8
appreciation of art see aesthetic appreciation
appreciative practices 40, 49
archaeological evidence 187–90
architecture 386–87
as art and engineering 399–400
multiple definitions/meanings 402–3
shortcomings of, “art excuse” 403–5

Arnheim, Rudolf
and balance in images 261–62
expression of emotion 511–12
Gestalt theory 12–15
relations between parts and wholes 64–65
relations between subject matter and visual

style 63–64
views on measurement 222

arousal
“arousal potential,” Martindale 91–92, 104
Berlyne, Daniel E.
new empirical aesthetics 36
psychobiological theory 15–17, 62
visual complexity 124–25

and the fine arts, Wundt 119
hierarchical theories 43–44
“peak arousal hypothesis” 527
photos evoking 270–71
physiological activation 508–10
“principle of the aesthetic middle,” Fechner 65
viewing of dance performance 355
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art as a concept 46–47
attempts at defining 122, 168–69
folk concept 40
versus aesthetics 39–40

art criticism 37
and architecture 399
art critical conventions 45–46

art galleries see museum experience
art history perspective versus psychology 133–35
art making/production
effect of brain damage 484–87
quantifying using AAA measure 489–92

psychodynamic analysis 160–64
art perception
following brain damage 491–92
see also perception, of art

art-related knowledge see knowledge of art
art sciences 133–35
and science of aesthetics 6–7

artistic conventions see conventions
artistic engagement
reactive mode 69–70
reflective mode 70–71
see also engagement

“artistic personality” and Openness trait 543
artistic salience 41, 48–49
of choreographed movement 51–52
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting 42
Van Meegeren forgeries of Vermeer

paintings 42
visual salience, mapping of 126–27
Warhol’s Brillo Boxes41

artistic understanding and appreciation
44–46

artists
goals 27–28
visual perception measures 95–96
see also art making/production; style

“arts of disgust” movement 121
arts participation see education in the arts
arts training see education in the arts
artworks 39
aesthetics from below 123–27
assessment of relative greatness 89
common features across cultures 179–80

assessment 86
aesthetic constructs 87–88
or art following brain damage 489–92
big questions 101, 105
dynamic trends in the evolution of arts
104–5

human aesthetic responses 101–3
of the built environment 408
of greatness, creators and creations 89
objective measures 88–89, 96
of aesthetic artifacts 89–94
of greatness, creators and creations 89

laboratory tasks 94–96
subjective measures 96, 100
Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT)
96–100

open-ended interviews 100
summary 105

Assessment of Art Attributes (AAA) 489–92
associations, higher-order, Fechner 116–18
asymmetry
dimension of visual complexity 228–29
in portraits 265

attention
attractiveness and 433–34
controlling 258
mediating variable between arts lessons and IQ

370
music training and 370–71
and reading 474
voluntary direction of 328

attentional engines, movies as 54
attentional synchrony, gaze patterns 54
attitude
change in response to theater 353–54
shaping travel behavior 407
see also aesthetic attitude

attractiveness
versus beauty 420–21
see also facial attractiveness

audience effects 352, 357
dance 355–56
theater 353–55
types and focus of research 356

audiovisual representations of the built
environment 408

auditory feature extraction, music perception
301–3

auditory sensory memory and Gestalt formation
303

augmented reality, navigation in cities 412–13
autism spectrum disorder
dance classes improving social skills 351
drawing skills 485

autobiographical memory 77
automatic emotional responses, Aiken 175–76
automaticity
and appraisal 506–7
overcoming 61

autonomic nervous system, effect of music on
310–11

averageness in faces 18–19, 422
awe 521–23

bad art, compositional balance 232
balance
center of pictures/paintings 93, 227
in photographs and Gestalt theory 261–62
pictorial 230–32
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basic emotions 503
and aesthetics chills 527–31
and expression 510–11
physiological arousal produced by 510

Bauhaus style of architecture 396
beauty
and aesthetic experience 7
aesthetic state 531–34
“beauty is good” stereotype 430–31
brain responses to 487–88
of built environment 396–401
complexity and 16
Nadal’s work 228–29

concept of 116
dilemma 277–79
of ideas/solutions 290–91
neural network theory, Martindale 17–20
shifting role of 121

behavior
attitude shaping travel behavior 407
focus of environmental design 394–96

behavioral/cognitive approach
reconciling with Gestalt 80–81
versus Gestalt 61–66, 71–72

Berlyne, Daniel
new experimental aesthetics 36, 61–62, 72
pleasingness–interestingness dimension of

aesthetic response 78–79, 520
psychobiological theory 15–17
semantic and syntactic information 62

Big Five personality traits and visual art
preference 542–45

biologically based theories 101–2
bipolar differential traits, Eysenck 541–42
blackshot detector, texture discrimination 252
body sway, pictorial depth stimulating 232–33
books see literary fiction, reading
bottom-up approach 25
and art-related knowledge 204
Fechner and Berlyne 597
to perception of art 123–24

brain damage
and artistic production 484–86
left hemisphere 486–87
quantitative assessment of 489–92
right hemisphere 486

effect on perception of movement/action 51
brain evolution 186–87
brain imaging see neuroimaging
brain lateralization 490–91
bridges, aesthetic versus functional value 392
Brillo Boxes (Warhol), artistic salience 41
built environment 385–86, 413–14
beauty of 396–97
architecture as art and engineering 399–400
form and function 400–1
historical perspectives 397

intrinsic aesthetic elements 397–99
complicating factors 402
art and not art 402–5
audiovisual representations 408
context, fitting in or standing out 405–6
habits and experience 406–7
self-selection problem 408–9

current trends 409–10
improving medical outcomes 410
servicescapes, commercial applications
410–11

speculative developments 412–13
public health and transportation issues
411–12

different perspectives 392–93
bringing the perspectives together 395–96
design perspective 394–95
psychological perspective 393–94

evolving definitions
architecture 386–87
cities 387–89
landscapes and “natural” places 389–92

Byrne, David, bicycle rack designs 392

Caillebotte, Gustave, Jour de Pluie399
calligraphic craftsmanship 573–77
camera lenses 266–67
camera technology, limits of 245
casinos, design of 411
categorization
of the built environment 392
of concepts, prototypicality 18–19
formation of concepts 285

catharsis 352, 357
cemeteries 391
“center of gravity,” colorimetric

barycenter 231
centering of eyes, portraits 264
Cézanne, Paul, still life paintings, Schapiro’s

analysis 147–48
chaos of cities 389
chills in response to music 524
hypotheses and theories 527–28
methods used to study 524–26
personality influences 526–27

chords
brain responses to irregular 305–7
interval analysis 303–4
transitions, implicit knowledge 323

choreographed movements, understanding of
50–51

chromatic diversity in paintings 225–26
cinema see films
circumplex model of affect, Russell 509
cities 387–89
City Beautiful movement 391
classification of the arts 182–83
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closure principle, perceptual theory of
aesthetics 283

cognition, evolution of 169
cognitive abilities/skills
of actors 341–42
and training in the arts 368–71

cognitive basis for symmetry preference 423
cognitive/behavioral approach see behavioral/

cognitive approach
cognitive component of emotion (appraisal)

504–8
cognitive covariation principle 76–77, 81
cognitive explanations of attractiveness 421
cognitive mastering 22
and expertise 130
and search for meaning 129

cognitive processing of attractive faces, rapidity
of 436

cognitive salience see semantic salience
cognitive science of art 48
cognitive stock, Japanese art 562–63
cognitivism, film theory 53–55
collative variables, arousal 508–9
color 225
chromatic diversity in paintings 225–26
colore versus desegno 65, 68
discrimination by pigeons 237
“weight” and compositional balance 93,

226–27
colorimetric barycenter 93, 231
commercial applications of aesthetics 410–11
comparative neuroanatomy 186–87
complexity
Faulkner’s novel 460–61
inverted-U relation to pleasure, Berlyne 65–66
visual 124–25, 228–30, 283–84

component process theory of emotion 504–5
appraisal, cognitive component 504–8
arousal, physiological activation 508–10
expression 510–12
subjective experience 513–14
tendency for action 512–13

composite variability index,
arousal potential 104

composition
photography 259
see also painting composition

compositional balance, paintings 93, 230–32
compositional content effect 224
compositional geometry 264–65
compression, image complexity 125, 229–30
computerized text analysis programs 92–93
conceptual analysis 37–38
connectedness, interdependent orientation

288–89
Conscientiousness personality trait and academic

performance 367

Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT)
96–100

constancy, law of 173
constraint, internal versus external 71
consumer products
aesthetic experience of 593–94
dynamic interaction with 289–90
mere exposure effect 286
novelty–typicality balance 287

content 24
paintings
accessibility and processing fluency 233–35
and painting styles 235–37

photographs 244
context
built environment 405–6
contextual approaches to empirical aesthetics

26–27
hierarchical levels of order, Arnheim 64–65

Continuous Affective Evaluation 22–23
contrast in fine art photography 249–50
control, and architectural design 396
conventions
and appreciative judgments 44–45
cognitive and hierarchical theories 45–46

Japanese pictorial arts 572–73, 585–87
copyist tradition, Japanese art 567
creativity
dance classes improving 351–52
of dancers 344–45
drama training improving 350
inhibition of, object relations view 153–54
and perception, Tinio’s Mirror Model of Art

28–29
tests attempting to measure 547
versus control, built environment 396
versus perception 8–9

creators of art, measures of greatness 89
cropping of photographs 259–60
crying and feeling like crying 529–31
Cubism/Cubist paintings
Guedo’s study of Picasso 149–52
object recognition studies 234–35
Picasso’s Guernica 43

cultural cognitive stock 562–63
cultural construction, category of arts as 182–83
cultural differences in aesthetic preference 23
cultural similarities in art/artworks, Dutton

179–80

Dadaism 121
dance
audience effects 355–56
neuroscience of 50–53

dance lessons
and cognitive ability 370
and reading ability 375
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dancers 339
cognitive and social skills 344–45
neurological research 345
personality 343–44

deep space projection 571
defense mechanisms 141, 158–59, 163–64
dementia, and art production 485
depth dimension, pictorial 232–33
depth of field/focus, photography 267
depth perception, Hokusai’s art 571–72, 583–84
descriptive neuroaesthetics 482–87
descriptive titles of artworks 132–33
descriptive versus evaluative uses of the term

“art” 37–38
desegno versus colore 65, 68
design aesthetics 277
beauty dilemma 277–79
cognitive level, typicality-in-novelty 285–88
function of aesthetics 279–80
interaction and intention 289–91
liking judgments and pleasure 280–81
formed from multiple senses 281–82
opposing impulses 281

perceptual level, unity-in-variety 282–85
social level, connectedness in uniqueness

288–89
unified model of aesthetics (UMA) 291–93

design, architectural see built environment
“design thinking” 290–91
Dewey, Art as Experience 62–63
dimensional model of emotion, Russell 509–10
direct impressions versus higher-order

associations, Fechner 116–18
directionality, photographs 265
discrimination ability
between reproductions and originals 231–32
pigeon studies 236–37

disguise and art, Freud 140
disorganization, dimension of visual complexity

124–25
displeasure
and aesthetic threshold 11
brain circuitry, activation thresholds 16

drama lessons/training
and academic skills 346–47
and language skills 374

drive reduction theory, Hull 15
duration, subjective experience of 76–77

echoic memory and Gestalt formation 303
edges, hard versus soft, linear versus painterly

style 74, 224–25
edges in fractal structure 74–75
editing rules and strategies, film 53–54
education in the arts 364, 377
and academic achievement 364–67
and general cognitive ability 368–71

and language skills 371
dance training 375
drama lessons 374
music training 371–74
visual arts training 374–75

visuospatial skills 375–76
EEG studies
facial attractiveness 431–33
processing of musical meaning 315–16

the ego’s role in art 141–42
elaborative titles of artworks 132–33
elements, dimension of perceived complexity

124–25, 228–29
emotion 500–2, 514–15
of actors while acting 341
component process theory, Scherer 504–5
cognitive component 504–10
expressive component 510–12
feeling component 513–14
motivational component 512–13

elicited by art 598
evolution and chills, Panksepp 527–28
Expressionist theories of art 493
in photographs/response to photographs

270–71
principles, and music 319–23, 328
utilitarian versus aesthetic 502–3

emotion regulation
of actors while performing 342
and training in acting 348–49

emotional elaboration 70–72, 81
emotional expression, adaptive value of 176
emotional meaning, search for 77–78
emotional musicogenic meaning 318
emotional processing 133
and changes in pupil dilation 223–24
and emotional contagion 320

emotionally driven art making 162
empathy
actors 342
audience effect 353
and involvement in dance 351
and training in acting 348–49

empirical aesthetics 6–8
challenges 24–25
creation versus appreciation/perception of
art 8–9, 27–29

universal versus contextual approaches 8,
25–27

cognitive and hierarchical models 36–37
contemporary models 9, 20
framework for the psychology of aesthetics,
Jacobsen 23–24

information processing model, Leder 22–23
processing fluency, Reber 20–21

see also information processing approaches
historical perspective 9
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Gestalt theory, Arnheim 12–15
neural network theory, Martindale 17–20
psychobiological theory, Berlyne 15–17, 36
psychophysical theory, Fechner 9–12

see also Arnheim; Berlyne; Fechner;
Martindale

roots of 36, 72, 481–82
empirical narrative, research process 72–73
endocrine system, effects of music on 311
engagement
in aesthetic activities, and Openness trait

552–53
between artist and viewer, Dewey 62–63
with films, attentional focus 53–54
in literary reading 452
with media, Hokusai 581–85
reactive and reflective 69–72
and search for meaning 77–78

engineering aspects of architecture 399–400
Enthusiasts, museum visitor cluster 206
environment see built environment
ERPs see event-related potentials
evaluative processes, emotion and music 319
evaluative stage of information processing 22
evaluative versus descriptive uses of the term art,

Weitz 37–38
folk concept of art 40

event-related potentials (ERPs)
and facial attractiveness responses 431–33
and processing of musical meaning

315–17
evolution, theory of 167
evolutionary approaches 118, 120
attractive faces 421
averageness 422
reproductive value 430
selective attention 433
symmetry 423

challenges of comparative studies 168–69
chills experience 527–28
Dutton’s adaptionist position 179–80
hypotheses 169–70
acquisition of knowledge 173–74
art as an exaptation 178–79
enhancement of group cohesion and
cooperation 177–78

habitat selection 171
imagination, pretense and fiction 174–75
influence over others 175–76
mate choice 171–73
relief of tension and anxiety 176–77

new framework 180–81
archaeology 187–88
cognitive neuroscience 188–90
comparative neuroanatomy 186–87
defining the object of study 181–84
neuroscientific evidence 184–86

origins of the study of art and aesthetics 168
exaptation, art as 170, 178–79
expectancy principle/formation, music 320–21,

323
experience sampling methods 525–26
Experience Seekers, museum visitor type 198
experimental aesthetics see empirical aesthetics
experimental neuroaesthetics 482
imaging studies 487–89
quantitative studies 489–92

experts versus non-experts
aesthetic judgment research 97–100
differing approaches to aesthetic episodes 68
image cropping 260
museum visitors 204–5, 207
neural activity differences 488–89
physiological responses while viewing art

207–8
explicit classification, information processing 22
Explorers, museum visitor type 198
expressive component of emotion 510–12
expressive nature of art 493
“extra information” idea 130–33
extracurricular activities and academic gains

366
Extraversion
and music preference 548
and visual art preference 543–44

eye-centering, portraits 264
eye contact and attractiveness evaluations

425–26
eye-movement studies 124
attentional synchrony in film watchers 54
differences between art experts and non-

experts 207–8
early responses to photographs 256–57

face processing 130
brain structures involved in 427–28
and experience of beauty 531

face recognition, EEG studies 431–32
facial attractiveness 18–19, 420, 437, 594
and attention 433–34
attractiveness, use of term 420–21
brain activation 427
EEG studies, temporal aspects 431–33
fMRI studies 427–31

explanations for 421
factors contributing to 422
dynamic factors 425–27
stable factors 422–24

fMRI studies 427–28
neural activity in core brain areas 428–29
reward network, extended
system 429–31

impact on real-world behavior 436–37
and memory 434–35
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facial expression
and attractiveness 425–27
basic emotions eliciting 510–11
communicative function 511

Facilitators, museum visitor type 199
fake tilt-shift miniaturization, photography 267
familiarity 286–87
and novelty, balancing 287–88
visual, and dance choreography 52

Fechner, Gustav Theodor 540
aesthetics from below versus above 115, 554
Vorschule der Ästhetik 115–18

affective processes 65
associations 116–18
knowledge reliance for art appreciation 130–31
psychophysical theory 9–12, 115

feelings
behavioral/cognitive approach 65–66
and cognition 81
and effort after meaning 76
feeling component of emotion 513–14
Gestalt viewpoint 66
versus emotions 68–69

Ferriss, Hugh, abstract drawings of New York
City buildings 399

fiction
adaptive value of 174–75
see also literary fiction

films
cognitivist theories 53–55
and personality 550
ratings of 99–100

fine art(s)
and arousal, Wundt 119
classification of 182
emergence of 120–21
photographs 249–50
training, and visuospatial skills 376
versus craft 182

floating pictures see ukiyo-e
“flow,” museum experience 100, 214
fMRI studies see neuroimaging
forces, perceptual, Arnheim 14
forests, built environment 389–90
form
disconnected 161
integrated 163
and ornamentation, architecture 400–1

formal architecture 386–87
formal and compositional strategies 39
Guernicas 43
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting 42
research questions 49

forward models, movement
prediction 325–26

fractal structure, edges and blobs 74–75
frames

“completing the picture” 237–38
in photography 257–59

framework for the psychology of aesthetics,
Jacobsen 23–24, 598

Freud, Anna, ego defenses 141
Freud, Sigmund, art as pleasurable disguise

140–41
Fuji, Mount, Hokusai’s art 564–66, 568–69,

572–73, 579–80, 584–85
function
of aesthetics 279–80
built environment 400–1

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
see neuroimaging

functional theories of art 46
fusiform face area (FFA), role in facial

attractiveness 428–29

garden cities 389
gardens 390–91
gaze
and attractiveness 425–26
early gaze within photographs 256–57
and facial expression 426–27
path of, photographs 246
patterns of, attentional synchrony 54

general cognitive ability and training in the arts
368–71

geometry, compositional 264–65
Gestalt psychology/Gestalt school
auditory Gestalt formation 303
perceptual organization principles 283–85
reconciling with behavioral/cognitive 80–81
reflective mode of engagement 70–72
versus information theory 62–65

Gestalt theory, Arnheim 12–15
balance in photographs 261–62
role of objects 262

Gestural Expressionism, Pollock 74–75
Golden Ratio/Section 10, 65
and the Rule of Thirds 262–63

Golden Section hypothesis 10
gradualist and revolution hypotheses, origins of

modern human behavior 188
greatness (of creators and creations), measures

of 89
group cohesion and cooperation, evolutionary

hypothesis 177–78
group-level effects, aesthetic responses 102–3
grouping rules, visual art 13–14
“groupishness” advantage of music 178
Guernica (Picasso), comparison with

Guernicas 43

habitat selection 171
habituation see familiarity
handicap principle, male attractiveness 424
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health issues
and the built environment 411–12
immune system, effects of music on 311
positive effects of music 327–28

hedonic state see pleasure/pleasingness
hedonic value, Berlyne 508–9
hierarchical models/theories 36, 43–46
hierarchical structures
contexts 64–65
syntactic structures in music 304

higher-order associations, Fechner 116–18
style linking perceptual features with 129

higher-order processing see cognitive mastering
historical perspectives
architecture 397
brief history of art 120–22

Hokusai, Katsushika, Japanese artist 562
artistic play, Mount Fuji

compositions 579–85
calligraphic craftsmanship 573–77
decorative pictorial surfaces 578
pictorial development, Mount Fuji

compositions 568–69
representational methods 577–78
working in collusion with his public 563–68
Yamato-e style 569–73

holistic approach see Gestalt psychology/Gestalt
school

Holland, Norman, differences in
readers 455–56

homogeneity versus visual interest, architecture
396–97, 405

Hopfield neural network 28
hospital design 410
Howard, Ebenezer, garden cities 389
human–computer interaction (HCI) 279–80

iconic musical meaning 313
iconographic level of perception 127–28
iconological level of perception 128
ideas underlying product design 290–91
ie model, learning by example 567
illumination
directional, and museum, visitors’ responses

211
of paintings and viewers’ appreciation of

content 225–26
in photography 254–55

illusion 175
image histograms 248–52
image quality, photographs 252–53
“image-guided” versus “rule-guided” aspect of

art 68
imagination
adaptive value of play and fiction 174–75
of future built environment 413
and literary reading 447, 450, 454, 459

and music 321
in pretense and play 174

imagination-tension-prediction-reaction-
appraisal theory (ITPRA), Huron 528

imaging studies see neuroimaging
imitation (mimesis)
copyist tradition, Japanese art 567
representational images 69

immersion in fiction reading 471–75
immune system, effects of music on 311
implicit memory integration 22
Impressionism
exposure duration study 76–77
pigeon discrimination studies 236–37
shimmer in a painting, brain’s processing of

483
independence versus interdependence 288–89
Independents, museum visitor cluster 206
indexical musical meaning 313–14
individual differences 24
in aesthetic responses 103, 542
in awe 523
in feeling like crying 530–31
in feeling sensations evoked by music 318
pre-existing, arts training–academic

achievement link 366–67
see also personality

individualistic versus collectivistic cultures 289
industrial landscapes 413
influence over others, evolutionary hypothesis

175–76
information processing approaches 115, 597
the artwork (aesthetics from below) 123
mapping saliency 126–27
perception of, eye-movement research
123–24

visual appearance, complexity
theory 124–25

and attractiveness 421
brief history of art 120–22
empirical psychologists, avoidance of

evaluative statements 119–20
Fechner’s Vorschule der Ästhetik 115–18
Leder’s model of aesthetic experience

22–23
the perceiver (aesthetics from above) 127–28
artists’ styles 128–29
meaning, search for 129–30
titles providing extra information 130–33

Wundt’s Völkerpsychologie 118–19
information theory approach
music research 90–91
semantic and syntactic information 62
visual complexity 125

intellectual meaning, search for 77–78
intelligence
engaged during music making/listening 328
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intelligence (cont.)
and training in the arts 368–71

inter-rater reliability 97–99
interaction(s)
aesthetics of 279
and inferred intention of designer 290–91
and kinaesthetic sense perception 289–90
at social level 288–89

interdependence versus independence 288–89
interest/interestingness
landscape painting, role of color in 226
studies of 520
versus homogeneity, architecture 396–97, 405
versus pleasingness, judgments of 78–79

interpretive information, titles 130–32
interpretive practices/strategies 40–42
interval analysis, music perception 303–4
interviews, open-ended 100
intrinsic pleasantness check 507
inverted-U relation, arousal and preference,

Berlyne 15–16
shortcomings of model 16–17

IQ tests, measure of general cognitive abilities
368–71

Iser, Wolfgang, reading is completion 454–55
ITPRA (imagination-tension-prediction-reaction-

appraisal theory), Huron 528

Jacobsen, Thomas
beauty–ugly dimension 531–32
definition of aesthetic experience 7
focus on the individual 540–41
framework for the psychology of aesthetics

23–24, 540
Japanese pictorial arts 562
artistic play
engagement with media 581–85
repetition and reflection 579–81

calligraphic craftsmanship 573–77
Hokusai and his audiences 563–68
Hokusai, Fuji and pictorial development

568–69
Hokusai’s Japanese vision, Yamato-e in

ukiyo-e 569–73
pictorial decoration 578
representational means 577–78

judgment of aesthetics see aesthetic judgment

Kant, Immanuel 501–2, 586
kinaesthetic sense 50, 289–90
kinetic transfer 50
Klein, Melanie, object relations theory 142–43
knowledge acquisition, art stimulating 173–74
knowledge-free structuring 323
knowledge of art 203–4
acquisition of, ukiyo-e artists 566–68
and aesthetic fluency 97, 239–40, 508

and cognitive classification 130
and emotional engagement 205–7
expert versus novice museum visitors 204–5
influencing aesthetic experience of art 204
and physiological responses while viewing art

207–9
required for art appreciation, Fechner 130–31

Kris, ego-analytic exploration of art 141–42

laboratory experiments 94–96
landscape painting
brain activity while viewing 487
naturalistic depiction 48
role of color in 226

landscapes, built environment 389–92
language
meaning and sentence structure 314–15
processing of phrase boundaries 309
semantic processing of words, musical

information influencing 315–16
syntactic processing, neural correlates 308–9

language skills and arts training 365, 371
dance training 375
drama lessons 374
music training 371–74
visual arts training 374–75

Laugier, Marc-Antoine, “primitive hut” 397
law of abstraction 173
law of constancy 173
“laws of organization,” Gestalt school 64
Le Corbusier, Plan Voisin, Paris 388–89
learning by example, copyist tradition 567
Leder, H., information processing model 22–23,

597
left and right in photographs 265
left-brain damage, changes in artistic style

following 486–87, 489–90
lenses, camera, effect of different size

266–67
light
and the built environment 398–99
changing appearance of paintings over time

123
ecology of light intensities 247–48
medical benefits 410
and perception of objects 246–47
and shade, photographs 253

lighting see illumination
liking
formation of liking judgments 280–81
and interest, traditional aesthetic states 519–20
see also pleasure/pleasingness

limit-frames in photographs, Burgin 258–59
linear versus painterly style 74, 224–25
lines
first-order pictorial element 222–25
learning of, actors 342
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as stimuli in aesthetic studies, Martin 11
literary fiction 447–48
cognitive aspects of reading 468–71
definitions 450–52
effects on readers 471–73
Faulkner, William (Absalom, Absalom!) 460–61
literary writers 461–64
literature supporting 464–66
one reader’s thoughts 448–50
professional readers 466–68
the reader’s choices of fiction 457–59
reflecting the News 471–73
scholars and theorists 452–53
Holland, Norman, differences in readers
455–56

Iser, Wolfgang, reading is completion
454–55

Nell, Victor, reading for pleasure 456
Rosenblatt, Louise, reading as a transaction
453–54

literature
objective measurement of 91–93
supporting literary fiction 464–66
see also poetry

longitudinal studies, arts training and academic
achievement 367

Loos, Adolf 413
ludic reading 456

malls and department stores, design of 410–11
manipulation, art stimuli 222
Martindale, Colin
analysis of literary texts 91–92
mental representation 17, 28
neural network theory 17–20
principles of psychological aesthetics 102
study of British poetry 104

mate choice 171–73
mathematical measures of visual complexity

229–30
mathematical skills and arts training 365
MAYA (Most Advanced Yet Acceptable)

principle 287–88
meaning/meaningfulness 77–78
reliance on knowledge 129–30
see also semantic processing

measurement see assessment
medical settings, aesthetics improving patient

outcome 410
melodic originality 90, 104
memory
for attractive faces 434–35
echoic memory and Gestalt formation 303
and emotion 267–68
memorable photographs 269–70
memorization of lines, actors 341–42
and music 320, 328

for photographic images 269
mental representation 17, 28
mental shortcuts 482–83
mere exposure effect 286–87
methodology 3, 595–96
and empirical narrative 72–73

methods of choice, production and use, Fechner
10

Mies van der Rohe, Ludwig 399–400
migraine auras and artistic inspiration 485–86
Milner, Marion, creative process 153–54
mimesis (imitation of nature) 69
mind and body, Jacobsen 23–24
Mirror Model of Art, Tinio 28–29, 215
mobile apps, augmenting the built environment

412–13
modern art see abstract art
Modernism in architecture 399–400
Mondrian, Piet, artwork
aesthetic appeal, link to Openness trait 543
balance center studies 231
color studies 227
laboratory studies 94–95
line studies 223–24

mood, level of emotion 494
Mooneyized images 260
moral/goodness evaluations, neural networks

430–31
motivation
attractive faces increase motivated behavior

436–37
emotion component 512–13
for learning, awe 523
museum visitors 197–98, 202–3

movement
corrective, during music performance 325–27
induced by music perception 311–13
neuroscience of dance 50–52
perspective in art and body sway 232–33

movies see films
multileveledness, Kreitler and Kreitler 64
multisensory aesthetics 281–82
Museum Effect 213–14
museum experience 195–96, 214–15, 598–99
art in the museum context 196–97
art-related knowledge influencing 203–7
extra information from titles of artworks

130–33
physiological responses of visitors 207–11
psychological effects
psychological benefits of visiting 212–13
satisfaction on leaving 211–12

time spent looking at artworks 209–10
variables affecting aesthetic experiences 133
visitor characteristics and motivations 197–98
personality traits 552
pre-visit expectations 200–3
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museum experience (cont.)
typology of visitors 198–200

music
and aesthetic chills 524–29
and the built environment 412
emotion principles 319–21
evolutionary approaches 176
as exaptation 178–79
group fitness, Brown 178

objective measurement of 90–91
physiological responses of novices and experts

99
positive effects on health and well-being

327–28
trends in melodic originality 104–5
unity-in-variety, Gestalt principles 284–85

music making
corrective movements during 325–27
social dimension of 321, 327

music meaning 313, 318–19
and emotional contagion 320
extra-musical 313
iconic 313
indexical 313–14
symbolic 314

intra-musical 314–15
electrophysiological correlate, N5 ERP 317

musicogenic 317–18
processing of 315–16

music perception 300–1, 328–29
autonomic system effects 310–11
feature extraction 301–3
Gestalt formation 303
immune system effects 311
interval analysis 303–4
intra-musical features 324–25
premotor processes evoked by 311–13
structure building 304–5, 323–24
theoretical framework 313, 321–23

music syntactic processing 323–24
and language syntactic processing 308–9
neural correlates 305–7
phrase boundaries, processing of 309
structural reanalysis and repair 309–10

music training
and attention 370–71
and general cognitive ability/IQ 368–70
and language skills 371–74
and visuospatial skills 375

musical expectancy 320–21, 323

“natural” places in the built environment 389–91
natural selection 167
and adaptations 170
and evolution of art, reasons for meager

progress 168–69
and fiction’s adaptive value 175

and habitat selection 171
sexual selection theory, Darwin 172

naturalism, Hokusai’s art 564–69, 574–77, 581
and artifice 567–68

negative affect state, influence on aesthetic
preferences 79–80

Nell, Victor, reading for pleasure 456
neural mechanisms see neuroscience
neural network theory, Martindale 19–20
isomorphic with connectionist

theory 28
neuroaesthetics 35–36, 102, 481–82, 494, 600
descriptive approach
neuropsychology 484–87
parallelism 482–84

experimental approach 487
imaging studies 487–89
quantitative studies 489–92

future directions in 492–94
neuroimaging 185
dance watching/performing 356
experimental neuroaesthetics 487–89
facial attractiveness studies 427–31
movement/action recognition 51
music syntactic processing 305–7, 309
object recognition study 234–35

neurological disorders
and art improvement 484–87
effects on artistic production 184–85, 485

neuroscience
artists as visual neuroscientists, Zeki 27–28
dance and movement 50–53
neurological research with dancers 345

evidence, evolution of art and aesthetics
184–87, 189–90

neural mechanisms underlying creation of art
173–74

see also neuroaesthetics; neuroimaging
Neuroticism and abstract art

preference 544
new experimental aesthetics, Berlyne 36, 61–62,

72
“non-art” 121–22
non-art stimuli 26
non-experts see experts versus non-experts,

novices
non-Western aesthetics
evolution of 183–84
see also Japanese pictorial arts

norms see conventions
novels 451–52
elements of composition 450–51

novelty 287
“arousal potential” of, Martindale 91
balance with typicality 287–88
conditions affecting trade-off 292–93

novices
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meaningfulness of images 61
professional dancers, creativity 345
versus expert aesthetic

judgment 98–100
see also experts versus non-experts

the nude in art, psychodynamics of viewing
158–59

object recognition 127
meaningful title aiding 234–35
in photographs 257
and pleasure 128
and shape of objects 255–56

object relations theory 142–43
and not being able to paint 153–54
and Vermeer’s work 154–56

objective measures of aesthetic artifacts 88–89,
96

characteristics to measure 89–90
in literature 91–93
in music 90–91
in visual art 93–94

greatness of creators and creations 89
laboratory tasks 94–96

objective truth, postmodernism’s denial of 88
objects
beauty in the built environment 392
directionality 265
inanimate, communication by 511
perception and aesthetics of 246–47
process of recognition as “art” 67
range of aesthetic 39
usability–attractiveness link 279–80
see also artworks

oblique line orientation, “aesthetic oblique effect”
223–24

observational skills and visual arts
training 375–76

observer characteristics, visual artists and
non-artists 95–96

Observers, museum visitor cluster 206
obsessive artistic style 162
obsessive-compulsive disorders, and artistic

output 485
open-ended interviews 100
Openness to Experience trait
and academic achievement 367
and aesthetic chills 526–27, 553
and engagement with aesthetic activities

552–53
issues and limitations of research 545
and music preferences 548
and preference for visual arts 543
and reading preferences 549
and sensation-seeking 545–46

opioids, role in experience of chills 525
opposite- versus same-sex attractiveness 430

organization/disorganization, dimension of visual
complexity 124–25, 228–29

orientation of lines in paintings 222–24
original paintings versus reproductions 123,

238–39
originality, melodic 90, 104
ornamentation and form, architecture 400–1

painterly versus linear style 74, 224–25
painting composition 221–22
factors influencing perception and judgment

237
the frame 237–38
originals versus reproductions 238–39

first-order pictorial elements
color 225–27
line 222–25

second-order perceptual qualities
complexity 228–30
pictorial balance 230–32
pictorial depth dimension 232–33

semantic level of organization
content accessibility and processing fluency
233–35

style and subject matter 235–37
subjective approach to aesthetics 239–40

paintings, change in appearance over time
123

Panofsky, three stages of art historical
understanding 127–28

parallelism, neuroaesthetics 482–84
parks and gardens 389–91
New York City pocket parks 403

“part–object” relation 142–43
Participants, museum visitor cluster 206
parts and wholes in object perception, Arnheim

versus Hochberg 64–65
patterns, unity-in-variety trade-off 283–84
peak arousal hypothesis, aesthetic chills 527
peak shift principle 483
and memorable photographs, Tinio–Leder

hypothesis 269–70
perceived helplessness model of aesthetic crying

529
the perceiver (aesthetics from above) 127–35
perception
of art
and creation 8–9, 28–29
direct exploration of 123–24
following brain damage 491–92
influence of style on 235–36
visual system, Arnheim 12–14

of the built environment
architects versus general public 407
design perspective 394–95
psychological perspective 394

Dewey on 63
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perception (cont.)
stage in information processing 22

perceptual constancies 95–96
perceptual features
style linking to higher-order associations 129
see also color; complexity; lines; shape

perceptual qualities of paintings
complexity 228–30
pictorial balance 230–32
pictorial depth dimension 232–33

perceptual sensitivity, sensorimotor 51–52
perfection, preference for 159
perfectionism 162–63
personal musicogenic meaning 318
personal transaction, reading as 453–54
personality 540–41
of actors 339–41
and aesthetic behaviors 551–53
and art judgment 546–47
arts training–academic achievement link

366–67
and cross-medium preferences 550–51
of dancers 343–44
film and television preferences 550
future research 554
and music 547–49
aesthetic chills 526–27

and reading preference 549–50
visual arts
early studies 541–42
issues and limitations 545–46
Openness to experience 542–45

perspective
and body posture of viewers 232–33
and cameras 266
in China through the Sung period 576–77
Hokusai’s artwork 571–72

philosophy of art 35, 55
aesthetics dimension 39–44
artistic understanding and appreciation 44–46
methods of speculative aesthetics 37–38
neuroscience of dance and film 49–50
dance 50–53
film 53–55

rapprochement 46–49
resistance 35–37

phonological awareness and music training 373
photographic memory 269
photography 243, 271
aesthetic skill of 245
balance and Gestalt theory 261–62
cameras and lenses 266
depth of focus and fake tilt-shift
miniaturization 267

focal length 266–67
composition 259
cropping 259–60

left and right and directionality 265
compositional geometry 264–65
eye centering 264
Rule of Thirds 262–64

frames, role of 257–59
image histograms 248–52
image quality 252–53
light and shade 253
and light intensities 247–48
memory and emotion 267–68
emotion in photographs/response to
photographs 270–71

memorable photographs 269–70
photographic memory 269

objects 254–56
role of 262

perception of light, objects and photos 246–47
subject matter 244
technical process of 243–44
and time 246
early gaze 256–57
the first second 256

phrase boundaries, language and musical,
processing of 309

physical musicogenic meaning 317–18
physiological responses
arousal 508–10
to chills 525, 528
pupillometric findings, processing fluency

studies 234
utilitarian emotions 502–3
while viewing artworks 207–11
while viewing dance 355
while watching theater 355

Picasso, Pablo
Gedo’s biography, psychodynamic view

149–52
Guernica compared to Guernicas 43

pictorial elements of paintings
color 225–27
line 222–25

picture framing 237–38
pigeons, painting discrimination studies 236–37
piloerection and aesthetic chills 525
pitch discrimination
music perception 303–4
and music training 371–72

place making 412
play, art’s evolutionary foundation 174
pleasure/pleasingness
and aesthetic threshold 11
affective covariation 69–70
brain circuitry, activation threshold 16
feelings associated with 65–66
“liking judgments” 280–81
multisensory 281–82
and object recognition 128
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and opposing impulses 281
roots of, Berlyne 78–79

pluralistic approach to aesthetic experience 535
poetry
British 104
expert and novice ratings of 98
Freud on 140
poetic function, Jakobson 314–15

point-light displays, motion perception 51
Pollock, Jackson, Abstract

Expressionism 74–75
portraits versus landscapes, role of color 226
positive aesthetic states, traditional study of

519–20
pre-attentive processing, primary appraisal 506
pre-iconographic level of perception, Panofsky

127
preference see aesthetic preference
primordial content in literature, Martindale 92
procedural theories of art 46
processing fluency model
and accessibility of a painting’s content

233–35
and attractiveness 421
and information processing model 23
quality of observed object and perceiver

characteristics 508
Reber 20–21

productive strategies of artists 48–49
see also formal compositional strategies

Professionals/Hobbyists, museum visitor type
199

projective perceptual capacity, dance audiences
50–51

promotion versus prevention goals 293
proportion and scale in architecture 397–99
prototype-preference theories 18–19
prototypicality 18
and aesthetic preference
Martindale 18–19
Whitfield’s studies 286

fluency of processing 20–21
model of awe, Keltner and Haidt 521–22

proximal versus distant senses 292
psychical/aesthetic distance, Bullough 80–81
psychobiological theory, Berlyne 15–17, 508–9
psychodynamic approach 139–40, 164–65
applied to viewing and reading 156–60
art making 160–64
translated to well-known artists 165

Cézanne’s still-lives, Shapiro’s study 147–48
critique 144–46
the ego’s role in art 141–42
Freud, art as pleasurable disguise 140–41
object relations theory 142–43
and not being able to paint 153–54
and Vermeer’s work 154–56

Picasso, Gedo’s study 148–52
psychological benefits of museum visits 212–13
psychology of aesthetics 3
framework for, Jacobsen 23–24
themes characterizing 591
art forms and aesthetics
phenomena 591–95

gamut of human aesthetic experience
596–99

methodology, unity in diversity 595–96
self-reflection, invigoration and future
direction 599–601

psychophysical theory, Fechner 9–12
public health concerns, built environment 411–12
public versus private consumption 293
purpose of art 182–83
Shklovsky 61

qualitative measures, interviews 100
quality of images 252–53
quantitative measures, Assessment of Arts

Attributes (AAA) 489–92
quasi-experimental design, problem of confounds

409

rapprochement
film theory and empirical aesthetics 53
laboratory and museum contexts 196
philosophy of art and empirical

aesthetics 47–49
reactive mode of engagement 69–71
readers 457–59
crafty readers 464
differing experiences, Holland 455–56
professional 466–68

reading
ability
and dance training 375
and music training 373–74

and attention 468–71, 474
future of, concerns about 468
ludic 456
mystery of 452–53
and personality 549–50
psychodynamics of 157–58

Rechargers, museum visitor type 199
recognition versus perception, Dewey 63
recollections of artworks 77
reflective mode of engagement 70–72
reflexive emotions 494
Regressive Imagery Dictionary (RID),

Martindale, measurement of primordial
content 92

regulatory focus theory 293
Reinhardt, Ad (Abstract Painting) 42
reliability 87
reparation, Klein 143
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representational art
discrimination between reproductions and

originals 231–32
elaborative titles increasing understanding

132–33
exposure duration study 76–77
Hokusai’s paintings 577–78
and imitation of nature (mimesis) 69
individual difference traits 542, 544
meaningfulness of 61
responses of expert and non-expert viewers

208
study of color and aesthetic appeal 226
visual complexity study, Nadal 228

reproduction versus original paintings 123,
238–39

revolution and gradualist hypotheses, evolution
188

reward network of the brain, facial attractiveness
428

fMRI studies 429–31
sex differences 436–37

right-brain damage, changes in artists’ style
following 486, 490

Rosenblatt, Louise, reading as a transaction
453–54

rules
film editing 53–54
Japanese artists 567, 586
Rule of Thirds 262–64
“rule-guided” versus “image-guided” aspect of

art 68

safe versus risky products 292
safety versus accomplishment, trade-offs 281
salience
semantic 40–43
see also artistic salience

salutary effects of music 327–28
scale and environmental aesthetics 397–98
schemas 202
science of aesthetics and science of art 6–7
scientists and artists, collaboration 214–15
scripts 202
secondary appraisal 507
self-selection problem, built environment 408–9
semantic priming paradigms, musical meaning

315–16
semantic processing
accessibility of a painting’s content and

processing fluency 233–35
musical meaning 313–19
painting styles and subject matter 235–37
search for meaning 77–78, 129–33

semantic salience 40–43
semantic versus syntactic information 62
sensation-seeking 545–46, 548–49, 552

sensation threshold 11
sensations
evoked by music 318
neural processes underlying, Fechner 9–10
see also perception

senses
product satisfaction from multiple 281–82
proximal versus distant 292

sensorimotor perceptual capacity 50–53
sensory perception research
eye-centering, portraits 264
see also eye-movement studies; visual

perception
sentimentality 142–43
versus non-sentimentality in nude art 158–59

servicescapes, built environment 410–11
sexual dimorphic characteristics and facial

attractiveness 423–24
sexual orientation and reward value of faces 430
sexual selection theory, Darwin 172
shade and light, in photography 247, 253
shadows, brain’s processing of 482–83
shape 255–56
studies of shape constancy 95

shopping mall design 411
similarity of attractive faces, and recall difficulty

435
similarity principle 13
situational factors 24
in attention to attractive faces 434
causes and consequences of awe 523

size constancy 95–96
smiling and facial attractiveness 426–27, 430
social attention, instinct for 175
social functions, engaging in during music

making 321, 327
social interaction 288–89
social skills
actors 342
and dance classes 351
and training in acting 347–50

socioeconomic status (SES), arts training and
academic achievement 366

spatial projection, Hokusai’s art 584
specular (mirror) reflections, photography

255–56
speculative aesthetics 36
methods of 37–38

speech perception, processing of phrase
boundaries 309

stages of creative process, Tinio 28–29, 215
stills, photographic, Tinio–Leder

hypothesis 270
stimulus attributes/features
appearance, visual complexity 124–25, 228–30
Fechner’s work 115–18
mapping saliency, visual art 126–27
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stimulus evaluation checks, emotional processes,
Scherer 507

stimulus structure
edges and blobs in fractals 74–75
linear versus painterly dimension 74

storytelling, adaptive value of 180
strawberry photograph study 254–55
streetscapes 411–12
structural organization of a painting’s

composition 222
first-order pictorial elements 222–27
second-order perceptual qualities 228–33
semantic level 233–37

structures/objects in the built environment
392

style 128–29
changes in following brain damage

486–87
linear versus painterly, edges 224–25
and subject matter 62, 235–37
urbanscapes 405–6

subject matter (semantics)
content in photographs 244
and style, paintings 235–37
versus visual style (syntactics) 62

subjective approach to aesthetics 239–40
subjective experience/feeling 513–14
subjective measures 96, 100
Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) 96–

100
open-ended interviews 100

Sullivan, Louis, Guaranty Building 400
superior temporal sulcus (STS), role in facial

attractiveness 429
Surrealism
Surrealist films, preference for and personality

550
Surrealist texts, preference for and personality

550
symbolic behavior, origins of 187–88
symbolic meaning conveyed by art 13–14
symbolic musical meaning 314
symbolism and brain damage 490–91
symmetry and facial attractiveness 423
syntactic integration, music structure 324
syntactic processing, music
element extraction 323–24
and language-syntactic processing 308–9
neural correlations 305–7
phrase boundaries 309
syntactic incongruities 309–10

syntactic structure building, music 304–5,
323–24

syntactic versus semantic information 62

taste, unity-in-variety 292
tension relief, essential function of art 176–77

text analysis software 92–93
texture discrimination in images 250–52
theater and dance 337–39
actors and dancers 339
actors 339–43
dancers 343–46

audience effects 352
dance 355–56
theater 353–55

future directions 356–58
transfer of arts skills to non-arts skills 346, 352
dance 350–52
theater 346–50

theater-goers, expectations of 67–68
theory of mind
actors 342
training in acting 348–49

tilt-shift miniaturization, photography 267
time
and automatic responses 506–7
course of, aesthetic experience 75–76
diachronia and ipsichronia 23
passage of, aesthetic episodes 76–77
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